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Abstract

The existence of the cosmic neutrino background is a fascinating prediction of the hot big bang

model. These neutrinos were a dominant component of the energy density in the early universe

and, therefore, played an important role in the evolution of cosmological perturbations. In

particular, fluctuations in the neutrino density produced a distinct shift in the temporal phase of

sound waves in the primordial plasma, which has recently been detected in the cosmic microwave

background (CMB). In this paper, we report on the first measurement of this neutrino-induced

phase shift in the spectrum of baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) of the BOSS DR12 data.

Constraining the acoustic scale using Planck data, and marginalizing over the e↵ects of neutrinos

in the CMB, we find evidence for a non-zero phase shift at greater than 95% confidence. We

also demonstrate the robustness of this result in simulations and forecasts. Besides being a

new measurement of the cosmic neutrino background, our work is the first application of the

BAO signal to early universe physics and a non-trivial confirmation of the standard cosmological

history.
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Free-streaming:
Ø Wash out the 

fluctuations 
Ø Suppression of small 

scales in P(k) 

Suppression factor ⟺ Smn

All probes directly sensitive to 
free-steaming through the 
damping of P(k)

Ø Galaxy Power spectrum
Ø Weak lensing
Ø Ly-a absorption along 

the line of sight
Ø CMB-lensing

We propose to 
“detect” CnB with a 
different approach 4
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CMB/Matter and Neff 

5

Ø Any fluctuation in the grav. potential which travels faster than the 
baryon-photon plasma can generate a phase shift (free streaming 
neutrinos cν > cs~c/sqrt(3)) (see Bashinsky & Seljak 2004).

Ø Both for CMB and BAO once the amplitude effects are fixed, we 
see a tiny phase shift as a fct of Neff that we want to measure….
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Figure 2: Variation of the CMB power spectrum as a function of Ne↵ . The spectra have been

rescaled, so that the fiducial spectrum for Ne↵ = 3.046 is undamped, i.e. the exponential Silk

damping was removed. Following [5], the physical baryon density !b, the scale factor at matter-

radiation equality aeq ⌘ !m/!r and the angular size of the sound horizon ✓s are held fixed in

all panels. The dominant e↵ect in the first panel is the variation of the damping scale ✓D. In

the second panel, we fixed ✓D by adjusting the helium fraction Yp. The dominant variation is

now the amplitude perturbation �A. In the third panel, the spectra are normalized at the fourth

peak. The remaining variation is the phase shift � (see the zoom-in in the fourth panel).

2.3 Phases of New Physics

Keeping the acoustic scale ✓s fixed (e.g. by adjusting the Hubble constant H0), an increase in the

radiation density of the early universe reduces the mean free path of fluctuations in the photon-

baryon fluid and increases the damping of small-scale fluctuations [2] (see Fig. 2). The constraint

in (2.3) is mostly derived from measurements of the CMB damping tail [33, 37]. However, the

damping tail is also a↵ected by changes to the helium fraction, Yp, which induces a variation in

the free electron fraction and hence the mean free path of photons. In our forecasts, we will both

fix Yp to the value demanded by BBN consistency (⇤CDM+Ne↵) and vary it (⇤CDM+Ne↵+Yp)

to explore the degeneracy with Ne↵ . The part of Ne↵ that is associated with free-streaming

relativistic particles leads to a characteristic phase shift in the CMB spectrum [1, 3] (see Fig. 2),

which helps to break the degeneracy between Ne↵ and Yp. The phase shift associated with SM

neutrinos has recently been measured in the Planck spectrum [3, 5].

In this work, we pay particular attention to the information about Ne↵ contained in the BAO

spectrum. To isolate the BAO signal, we split the power spectrum into a smooth (‘no-wiggle’)

part and an oscillatory (‘wiggle’) part,

P (k) ⌘ P nw(k) + Pw(k) . (2.5)

Our method for performing this separation is described in Appendix C. We will demonstrate that
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Figure 3: Variation of the matter power spectrum P (k) (top) and the BAO power spectrum

Pw(k)/P nw(k) (bottom) as a function of Ne↵ . The physical baryon density !b and the physical

sound horizon at the drag epoch, rs, are held fixed in all panels of the BAO spectrum. In the

second BAO panel, we fixed the scale factor at matter-radiation equality, aeq ⌘ !m/!r. The

variation in the BAO amplitude �A is then the dominant contribution. In the third BAO panel,

the spectra are normalized at the fourth peak and the bottom panel shows a zoom-in illustrating

the remaining phase shift.

the most robust information about Ne↵ lives in Pw(k). In particular, it was shown in [28] that

the phase of the BAO spectrum is immune to the e↵ects of nonlinear gravitational evolution. In

Figure 3, we show the dependence of the phase of the BAO spectrum on the number of relativistic

species Ne↵ . We claim that this information is preserved after nonlinear corrections are taken

into account.

3 Future Constraints on Light Species

We have argued that measuring the radiation density at the percent level provides an interesting

window into early universe cosmology and beyond the Standard Model particle physics. In this

section, we will further quantify the constraining power of future cosmological observations. We

will consider two types of forecasts based on P (k) and Pw(k). We will refer to these as ‘P (k)-

forecasts’ and ‘BAO-forecasts’, respectively.
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Neutrinos in BAO
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ØFree-streaming neutrinos overtake the photons, 
and pull them ahead of the sound horizon. 

Eisenstein et al.



First observation with CMB
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Ø First observation of Nn
df in 

CMB with Planck 2013 at 4.5s

Follin, Knox et al. 2015
4

FIG. 3: Top: 2D constraints on the jointly varying
⇤CDM+N⌫+N��

⌫ parameter space. The constraints on N⌫

(damping) and N��
⌫ (phase shift) are essentially orthogonal.

Bottom: Constraints from March 2013 Planck temperature
power spectrum measurements on the number of neutrino
species from (1) blue/solid: varying N��

⌫ while holding N⌫

fixed at three and (2) green/dashed: varying along the physi-
cal direction N⌫ = N��

⌫ . The constraints assume a Gaussian
⌧ prior of mean µ = 0.085 and width � = 0.015.

Results from Planck: We use the publically available
likelihood code clik [9] to determine constraints from
the 2013 Planck temperature power spectrum measure-
ments, with the polarization constraints approximated as
a Gaussian prior on the optical depth to last scattering
⌧ for simplicity[15]. We place uniform (flat) priors on
the parameters N⌫ and N ��

⌫ , which results in a flat prior
for the physical case where N⌫ = N ��

⌫ . We explore the
model space using the MCMC routines provided by the
Python library CosmoSlik [16].

In Fig. 3 we show the constraint on N ��
⌫ from the

⇤CDM +N ��
⌫ model. For comparison, we include the

constraints on the ⇤CDM +N⌫ model space, with the
phenomenological amplitude A(N ��

⌫ , N⌫) ⌘ 0. We find
best-fit values of N⌫ = 3.3+0.7

�0.2 [17] and N ��
⌫ = 2.3+1.1

�0.4.
To quantify the significance of the detection we con-
ducted a likelihood ratio test. We found that the min-
imum �2 (⌘ �2 lnL) decreased by 19.9 when switching
from a ⇤CDM model with N ��

⌫ = 0 to the ⇤CDM + N ��
⌫

model. A �2 di↵erence this large or larger will occur, as-
suming N ��

⌫ = 0, with the same probability, 8⇥ 10�6, as
a 4.5� Gaussian fluctuation.

While letting N⌫ and N ��
⌫ vary independently (top of

Fig. 3), the width of the constraint on N⌫ is dominated
by an ns- N⌫ degeneracy: fixing ns results in roughly a
halving of the characteristic width of the posterior in the
N⌫ direction. For the N ��

⌫ direction, no such correlations
exist, so while our constraints on N⌫ depend somewhat
on the characterization of initial conditions due to infla-
tion (as well as, in extended models such one with the
helium fraction Yp free), our constraint on N ��

⌫ is due to
a feature in the data that is di�cult to mimic with other
cosmological degrees of freedom. In addition, we find the
constraints on N⌫ and N ��

⌫ are nearly uncorrelated. This
lack of correlation follows from the fact that the response
of Cl to changing the phase shift is essentially orthogo-
nal to the response due to other observable e↵ects of the
cosmic neutrino background in the CMB.

Finally, we note that there is a slight dependence on
priors for the 2D posterior shown in Fig. 3. If we switch
from uniform priors on the number of neutrino speciesN⌫

and N ��
⌫ to their corresponding neutrino fractions R(N⌫)

and R(N ��
⌫ ), the average value of the posterior shifts

down by
�
�N⌫ = 0.3,�N ��

⌫ = 0.5
�
, a shift of slightly

more than 0.5� in both directions. This is predominantly
due to a contraction in the high probability region at high
N⌫ or N ��

⌫ . Regardless of prior, N ��
⌫ = 0 is heavily dis-

favored.

Conclusions: In this letter, we present the first detec-
tion of the temporal phase shift generated by neutrino
perturbations during the acoustic oscillation phase of cos-
mological evolution, and find an amplitude of this e↵ect
consistent with the standard value associated with the
three known neutrino species. As pointed out by Bashin-
sky and Seljak [6] this subtle signature is a particularly
robust one, di�cult to mimic by either changes to the ini-
tial conditions or matter content. Our detection of this
e↵ect is thus the most model-independent determination
to date of the existence of the CNB. CMB Polarization
measurements will bring even more robustness as they
are capable of definitively ruling out the remote possi-
bility of mimicking the phase shift e↵ect by a designer
alteration of the initial conditions.

Were we to have found N⌫ 6= N ��
⌫ we would be com-

pelled to look for a physical explanation, such as ⌫ ⌫
scattering which could inhibit free streaming [10][18].
With current data, we see consistency with the standard
model. Future datasets, such as from Planck including
polarization spectra [11] and CMB stage-4 power spectra
[12] will provide even stronger constraints on the phase
shift, either providing a signature of new physics or in-
creasing confidence in the standard cosmological model.
We forecast that these will achieve �(N ��

⌫ ) = 0.41 and
0.09 respectively.

⇤ Electronic address: btfollin@ucdavis.edu
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Data: BOSS DR12
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BOSS: Fourier-space analysis of BAO 17
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Figure 12. Comparison between the best fitting model and the BOSS DR12 measurements in the three redshift bins used in this analysis.
The errors on the data points are the diagonal of the corresponding covariance matrix. The red line represents the best fitting model to
the SGC, while the black line shows the best fitting model for the NGC. The SGC best fitting model includes a small discreteness e↵ect
mainly visible at small k. The NGC and SGC have been fit simultaneously, using the same cosmological fitting parameters. However,
the SGC and NGC have a separate amplitude nuisance parameter and di↵erent window functions, which leads to the di↵erence between
the red and black line. The reason for having separate nuisance parameters for NGC and SGC are slight di↵erences in the galaxy sample
selection (see section 2 and Alam et al. 2016). See Table 3 for more details.
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Figure 14. The best fitting models (black solid line) of the isotropic BAO analysis compared to the power spectrum monopole measure-
ments (data points). Both the model and the data have been plotted relative to the smooth model, and the data points for NGC and SGC
have been combined using the corresponding covariance matrices (see appendix B). The left panel shows the pre-reconstruction result,
while the right panel presents the post reconstruction result. Similar plots for the NGC and SGC separately are included in appendix A.
See Table 3 for more details.
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Figure 1. The footprint of the subsamples corresponding to the Northern and Southern galactic caps of the BOSS DR12 combined sample. The circles indicate
the different pointings of the telescope and their colour corresponds to the sector completeness. The total area in the combined sample footprint, weighted by
completeness, is 10,087 deg2. Of these, 759 deg2 are excluded by a series of veto masks, leaving a total effective area of 9329 deg2. See Reid et al. 2016 for
further details on completeness calculation and veto masks.

while imparting considerable additional complexity. We therefore
choose to weight each sample equally when combining the cata-
logues. Each galaxy in this combined sample is then weighted by
the redshift-dependent FKP weight (Feldman, Kaiser, & Peacock
1994).

The clustering amplitude of different selections within the
CMASS sample varies considerably more than the individual tar-
get selections (LOWZ/LOWZE2/LOWZE3/CMASS): the differ-
ence in clustering amplitude between the reddest and bluest galax-
ies within CMASS is a factor of two (Ross et al. 2014; Favole et
al. 2015; Patej & Eisenstein 2016). However, even when optimally
weighting for this difference, the forecasted improvement in the
statistical power of BOSS is 2.5 percent and our attempts to em-
ploy such a weighting in mock samples were unable to obtain even
this improvement. Therefore, we have chosen to not introduce this
additional complexity into our analysis.

We define the overall redshift range to consider for BOSS
galaxies as 0.2 < z < 0.75. Below z = 0.2, the sample is af-
fected by the bright limit of r > 16, and the BAO scale has been
measured for z < 0.2 galaxies in the SDSS-I/II main galaxy red-
shift survey (Strauss et al. 2002) by Ross et al. (2015). The upper
limit of 0.75 is higher than in our previous analyses as we find no
systematic concerns associated with using the z > 0.7 data, but
the number density has decreased to 10�5h3Mpc�3 at z = 0.75
(a factor of 40 below its peak at z ⇡ 0.5; see Fig. 2) and any ad-
ditional data at higher redshift offer negligible improvement in the
statistical power of the BOSS sample.

We defined the redshift bins used in this analysis based on an
ensemble of 100 mock catalogues of the combined BOSS sample
in the range 0.2 < z < 0.75. We tested several binning schemes
by means of anisotropic BAO measurements on these mock cat-
alogues. For each configuration, we ran an MCMC analysis us-
ing the mean value and errors from the BAO measurements, com-
bining them with synthetic CMB measurements (distance priors)
corresponding to the same cosmology of these mock catalogues.
We chose the binning that provides the strongest constraints on
the dark energy equation-of-state parameter wDE. It consists of
two independent redshift bins of nearly equal effective volume for
0.2 < z < 0.5 and 0.5 < z < 0.75. In order to ensure we have
counted every pair of BOSS galaxies, we also define an overlapping
redshift bin of nearly the same volume as the other two, covering
the redshift range 0.4 < z < 0.6. Using our mock catalogues,

with the original LOWZ and CMASS redshift binning we obtain
a 3.5% (9.6%) precision measurement of the transverse (line-of-
sight) BAO scale in the LOWZ sample and a 1.8% (4.3%) precision
measurement for the CMASS sample. With our chosen binning for
the combined sample, we instead obtain transverse (line-of-sight)
precision of 2.5% (6.3%) in our low redshift bin and 2.3% (5.6%)
in our high redshift bin , comparable for the two samples by design.
Our results in § 8.3 are consistent with these expected changes of
precision relative to the LOWZ and CMASS samples. Measure-
ments in the overlapping redshift bin are of course covariant with
those in the two independent bins, and we take this covariance (es-
timated from mock catalogues) into account when deriving cosmo-
logical constraints. See Table 2 for a summary of the combined
sample.

2.4 The NGC and SGC sub-samples

The DR12 combined sample is observed across the two Galactic
hemispheres, referred to as the Northern and Southern galactic caps
(NGC and SGC, respectively). As these two regions do not overlap,
they are prone to slight offsets in their photometric calibration. As
described in appendix A, we find good evidence that the NGC and
SGC subsamples probe slightly different galaxy populations in the
low-redshift part of the combined sample, and that this difference
is consistent with an offset in photometric calibration between the
NGC and the SGC (first reported by Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
Having established the reason for the observed difference in clus-
tering amplitude, we decide not to re-target the SGC but rather to
simply allow sufficient freedom when fitting models to the clus-
tering statistics in each galactic cap, as to allow for this slight
change in galaxy population. In particular, the different Fourier-
space statistics are modelled with different nuisance parameters in
the two hemispheres, as appropriate for each method. Using fits of
the MD-Patchy mocks, we find that this approach brings no penalty
in uncertainty of fitted parameters. We refer the reader to the indi-
vidual companion papers for details on how this issue was tackled
in each case.
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Figure 1. The footprint of the subsamples corresponding to the Northern and Southern galactic caps of the BOSS DR12 combined sample. The circles indicate
the different pointings of the telescope and their colour corresponds to the sector completeness. The total area in the combined sample footprint, weighted by
completeness, is 10,087 deg2. Of these, 759 deg2 are excluded by a series of veto masks, leaving a total effective area of 9329 deg2. See Reid et al. 2016 for
further details on completeness calculation and veto masks.

while imparting considerable additional complexity. We therefore
choose to weight each sample equally when combining the cata-
logues. Each galaxy in this combined sample is then weighted by
the redshift-dependent FKP weight (Feldman, Kaiser, & Peacock
1994).

The clustering amplitude of different selections within the
CMASS sample varies considerably more than the individual tar-
get selections (LOWZ/LOWZE2/LOWZE3/CMASS): the differ-
ence in clustering amplitude between the reddest and bluest galax-
ies within CMASS is a factor of two (Ross et al. 2014; Favole et
al. 2015; Patej & Eisenstein 2016). However, even when optimally
weighting for this difference, the forecasted improvement in the
statistical power of BOSS is 2.5 percent and our attempts to em-
ploy such a weighting in mock samples were unable to obtain even
this improvement. Therefore, we have chosen to not introduce this
additional complexity into our analysis.

We define the overall redshift range to consider for BOSS
galaxies as 0.2 < z < 0.75. Below z = 0.2, the sample is af-
fected by the bright limit of r > 16, and the BAO scale has been
measured for z < 0.2 galaxies in the SDSS-I/II main galaxy red-
shift survey (Strauss et al. 2002) by Ross et al. (2015). The upper
limit of 0.75 is higher than in our previous analyses as we find no
systematic concerns associated with using the z > 0.7 data, but
the number density has decreased to 10�5h3Mpc�3 at z = 0.75
(a factor of 40 below its peak at z ⇡ 0.5; see Fig. 2) and any ad-
ditional data at higher redshift offer negligible improvement in the
statistical power of the BOSS sample.

We defined the redshift bins used in this analysis based on an
ensemble of 100 mock catalogues of the combined BOSS sample
in the range 0.2 < z < 0.75. We tested several binning schemes
by means of anisotropic BAO measurements on these mock cat-
alogues. For each configuration, we ran an MCMC analysis us-
ing the mean value and errors from the BAO measurements, com-
bining them with synthetic CMB measurements (distance priors)
corresponding to the same cosmology of these mock catalogues.
We chose the binning that provides the strongest constraints on
the dark energy equation-of-state parameter wDE. It consists of
two independent redshift bins of nearly equal effective volume for
0.2 < z < 0.5 and 0.5 < z < 0.75. In order to ensure we have
counted every pair of BOSS galaxies, we also define an overlapping
redshift bin of nearly the same volume as the other two, covering
the redshift range 0.4 < z < 0.6. Using our mock catalogues,

with the original LOWZ and CMASS redshift binning we obtain
a 3.5% (9.6%) precision measurement of the transverse (line-of-
sight) BAO scale in the LOWZ sample and a 1.8% (4.3%) precision
measurement for the CMASS sample. With our chosen binning for
the combined sample, we instead obtain transverse (line-of-sight)
precision of 2.5% (6.3%) in our low redshift bin and 2.3% (5.6%)
in our high redshift bin , comparable for the two samples by design.
Our results in § 8.3 are consistent with these expected changes of
precision relative to the LOWZ and CMASS samples. Measure-
ments in the overlapping redshift bin are of course covariant with
those in the two independent bins, and we take this covariance (es-
timated from mock catalogues) into account when deriving cosmo-
logical constraints. See Table 2 for a summary of the combined
sample.

2.4 The NGC and SGC sub-samples

The DR12 combined sample is observed across the two Galactic
hemispheres, referred to as the Northern and Southern galactic caps
(NGC and SGC, respectively). As these two regions do not overlap,
they are prone to slight offsets in their photometric calibration. As
described in appendix A, we find good evidence that the NGC and
SGC subsamples probe slightly different galaxy populations in the
low-redshift part of the combined sample, and that this difference
is consistent with an offset in photometric calibration between the
NGC and the SGC (first reported by Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
Having established the reason for the observed difference in clus-
tering amplitude, we decide not to re-target the SGC but rather to
simply allow sufficient freedom when fitting models to the clus-
tering statistics in each galactic cap, as to allow for this slight
change in galaxy population. In particular, the different Fourier-
space statistics are modelled with different nuisance parameters in
the two hemispheres, as appropriate for each method. Using fits of
the MD-Patchy mocks, we find that this approach brings no penalty
in uncertainty of fitted parameters. We refer the reader to the indi-
vidual companion papers for details on how this issue was tackled
in each case.

c
� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–38

Ø 1.2M LRGs
Ø Surface: ~10 000 deg2

Ø 2 independent redshift bins 
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Phase shift and template
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Ø a : BAO scale.  b : phase shift
b simple function of Neff , b = 0, 1 → Neff = 0, 3.046

ØPhase shift measured with CLASS :
Slight dependence of b as a function of k (second 
order effect and well controlled)  
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Figure 1: Template of the phase shift f(k) as defined in (3.2), with the fitting function (3.3)

shown as the red curve. The bottom panel displays the linear BAO spectrum O(k) as a function

of the amplitude of the phase shift �.

density in the universe, adding more neutrinos does not change the phase shift. The template f(k)

is shown in Fig. 1 and is well approximated by the fitting function

f(k) =
�1

1 + (k/k?)⇠
, (3.3)

where �1 = 0.227, k? = 0.0324 hMpc�1 and ⇠ = 0.872. This template is essentially independent

of changes to the BAO scale rs, for example due to changes in the dark matter density.

Model of the BAO spectrum

The observed BAO spectrum receives various nonlinear corrections. We model these contributions

as in the standard BAO analysis, e.g. [19], but now introduce the amplitude of the phase shift �

as an additional free parameter.

We write the nonlinear BAO spectrum as

O(k) ⌘ Ofid
lin

�
k/↵+ (� � 1)f(k)/rfids

�
e�k2⌃2

nl/2 , (3.4)

where Ofid
lin(k) and rfids are the linear BAO spectrum and the BAO scale in the fiducial cosmology,

which is chosen to be the same as in [19]. The exponential factor in (3.4) describes the nonlinear

damping of the BAO signal after reconstruction. The parameter ↵ captures the change in the

apparent location of the BAO peak due to changes in the acoustic scale and the angular projection,

↵(Ne↵) =
DV (z) rfids
Dfid

V (z) rs
, with DV (z) =


(1 + z)2D2

A(z)
cz

H(z)

�1/3
. (3.5)

In Appendix A, we show that this model is e↵ectively unbiased in the sense that we recover � ⇡ 0

for a universe with Ne↵ = 0 even when we assume a fiducial model with Ne↵ = 3.046. Moreover,

5

Oscil(k/a + (b-1).f(k)/rs) 



Validation with mocks
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Ø 1000 MultiDark-patchy mocks - Two redshift bins
Ø a : BAO scale.  b : phase shift  
Ø Strong correlation between a and b
Ø No bias but large errors with BAO alone…
Ø Error on b is 2.3
Ø Need to introduce a prior on a to improve b constraint 
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Figure 2: Distribution of maximum-likelihood values in the ↵-� plane for the two redshift bins z1
and z3 (left), and for � (right) in 999 mock catalogs [22], yielding � = 0.8± 2.3.

using analytical-statistical biasing models. The reference catalog is extracted from one of the

BigMultiDark simulations [23]. The mock catalogs have a known issue with overdamping of the

BAO, making the signal for the traditional BAO approximately 30% weaker [19]. We therefore

forecast the mocks and the real data separately, taking these di↵erences into account. For the

mock forecasts, we used ⌃nl = 7 h�1Mpc as the fiducial value of the nonlinear damping scale.

An appealing feature of using the mock catalogs is that we can check that the performance

expected from forecasts [8] is reproduced by the distribution of maximum-likelihood points across

the catalog. Figure 2 confirms that the distributions for the parameters ↵ and � are indeed in

good agreement with the fiducial value of � = 1. A weighted Gaussian fit to the distribution of

maximum-likelihood values yields � = 0.8±2.3 (↵z1 = 1.000±0.032, ↵z3 = 1.000±0.035), which

is consistent with the value found from a likelihood-based forecast as in [8], �(�) = 2.1.

As seen in the left panel of Fig. 2, there is a strong degeneracy between the e↵ects of the

parameters ↵ and �. The origin of this degeneracy is easy to understand. If the only well-

determined quantity in the data were the position of the first peak in the BAO spectrum, there

would be a perfect degeneracy between phase and frequency determination. In reality, several

peaks and troughs are present in the data which breaks the perfect degeneracy and allows the

parameters ↵ and � to be constrained independently. However, one still expects them to remain

significantly correlated, partly because the peaks are measured with decreasing accuracy due

to damping. Since this degeneracy is a limiting factor in the measurement of �, we anticipate

a significant improvement in the constraint on � when the degeneracy with ↵ is broken with

additional data. Below we will see that this is indeed the case.

Analysis of BOSS DR12 data

We then apply our analysis pipeline to the BOSS DR12 dataset, extending the standard BAO

analysis presented in [19, 24] by including the phase shift parameter �. Figure 3 shows the

likelihood distribution for the parameters � and ↵z1 ,↵z3 . The measured ↵-values are in good

agreement with those found in [19], but the errors have increased due to the degeneracy with �.

We find ↵z1 = 1.001 ± 0.025, ↵z3 = 0.991 ± 0.022 and � = 1.2 ± 1.8. Accounting for the bias

7



Results
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Ø Very loose constraint on b with BAO alone

Ø By adding Planck, we constrain a and improve b
Ø To be conservative we combine with Planck (including 

correlations with Neff) but without using Planck Neff value

Øb<0 (Neff <0) is rejected at 95 C.L. 
→ First measurement of CnB in BAO
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Figure 3: Left: Contours showing 1� and 2� exclusions in the ↵-� plane for the two redshift

bins z1 and z3, both from the BAO data alone and after imposing a CMB prior on ↵. Right: One-

dimensional likelihood of � without (blue) and with (red) the ↵-prior for the combined redshift

bins. The dashed line is the result after marginalizing over the lensing amplitude AL.

measured in [19], these results are in good agreement with forecasts for the data based on [8],

�(↵z1) = 0.021, �(↵z3) = 0.019 and �(�) = 1.5. A similar level of agreement between forecasts

and actual performance was obtained for the measurement of ↵ in the conventional BAO analysis

of BOSS DR12 [19].

While the phase shift is naturally described in Fourier space, the measurement of the BAO scale

is often depicted as the determination of the BAO peak location in configuration space [25, 26].

In configuration space, the phase shift modifies the shape of the BAO peak, moving correlations

around the peak position from small to large scales. As described in Appendix B, we have

incorporated this change into the configuration-space analysis of the BAO signal. The resulting

constraint on the amplitude of the phase shift is � = 0.4±2.1, which is statistically consistent with

the result of the Fourier-space analysis. While the change to the BAO peak is simply the inverse

Fourier transform of the phase shift, the broadband modeling and peak isolation in configuration

and Fourier space are distinct, and the agreement between the two measurements confirms that

a comparable measurement can also be made in configuration space.

Adding a CMB prior

The BAO-only measurement of � is limited by the degeneracy with ↵(z). However, in a given

cosmology, the allowed range of ↵(z) has to be consistent with constraints on the cosmological

parameters. Our interest is to measure the neutrino-induced phase shift in the BAO signal

assuming a background cosmology that is consistent with the Planck CMB constraints. We

compute the prior on ↵(z) from the Planck 2015 temperature and polarization data3 [11] while

marginalizing over any additional cosmological information, including all e↵ects of Ne↵ . At each

point in the Monte Carlo Markov chains, we compute the values of ↵z1 and ↵z3 associated with

3We use the low-l (2  l  29) temperature and LFI polarization data, and the high-l (30  l  2508) plik

cross half-mission temperature and polarization spectra. In “TT-only”, we omit the high-l polarization spectra.
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Prior Cosmology �

None (BAO-only) 1.2 ± 1.8

⇤CDM+Ne↵ 2.05± 0.81

⇤CDM 1.97± 0.73

⇤CDM+Ne↵ (TT-only) 1.6 ± 1.1

⇤CDM (TT-only) 1.87± 0.89

⇤CDM+Ne↵+AL 1.53± 0.83

⇤CDM+AL 1.49± 0.76

Table 1: Constraints on the amplitude of the phase shift � with and without a Planck prior on the

BAO scale, assuming various underlying cosmologies. Our baseline result uses the ⇤CDM+Ne↵

prior, marginalizing over all of the e↵ects of Ne↵ in the CMB. We see that this result is robust

to including or excluding Ne↵ and AL in the prior cosmology. Finally, we show the large central

value of � also appears when using TT-only spectra and is therefore not solely a consequence of

the polarization data.

the given set of cosmological parameters and obtain the two-dimensional (Gaussian) likelihood

for ↵z1-↵z3 from the resulting distribution. We confirmed on the mock catalogs that a Gaussian

prior with the expected mean values and the Planck ⇤CDM+Ne↵ covariance matrix results in

an unbiased measurement of � = 0.99± 0.86 (see also Appendix A for the equivalent forecasts).

The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the marginalized posterior distribution for the parameter �.

We see that including an ↵-prior from the Planck ⇤CDM+Ne↵ chain sharpens the distribution

significantly. The constraint on the phase amplitude is � = 2.05 ± 0.81, corresponding to an

exclusion of � = 0 at greater than 99% confidence. The statistical error of the measurement is in

good agreement with the forecasted value of �(�) = 0.77. On the other hand, the central value

is more than a 1� fluctuation away from the expected Standard Model value � = 1. Any upward

fluctuation adds to the confidence of our exclusion, provided that it is simply a statistical fluc-

tuation. We tested the stability of this upward fluctuation to changes in the cosmological model

and the CMB likelihood (see Table 1). The statistical significance of the result is largely insen-

sitive to the choice of cosmology and likelihood, although part of the large central value appears

to be related to the aspects of the Planck data that prefer a larger lensing amplitude AL [27].

The dashed likelihood curve in Fig. 3 shows the result obtained from the ⇤CDM+Ne↵+AL prior

cosmology, which corresponds to � = 1.53 ± 0.83. We see that accounting for this feature by

marginalizing over AL indeed brings the central value of � into closer agreement with � = 1,

while remaining consistent with the evidence for a positive phase shift, � > 0, at greater than

95% confidence. Finally, we have also implemented the CMB prior in the configuration-space

analysis, obtaining results that are broadly consistent with those in Fourier space. For example,

we find � = 2.36 ± 0.86 when including the ⇤CDM+Ne↵ prior. In summary, while the precise

significance of the phase shift measurement depends on the implementation of the CMB prior,

the exclusion of � = 0 at greater than 95% confidence is stable to all choices of the prior that we

have considered.
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Configuration space
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Ø Broadening of the BAO peak
Ø More difficult because of degeneracy with 

parameters describing the “broad band”
Ø Fairly good agreement



Summary and prospects
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Ø This article is a proof of principle with real data

Ø Caveats: need a prior on a and to assume flat LCDM

Ø With DESI, higher redshift → higher kmax→ more 
oscillations → break degeneracy between a and b alone

4 Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, we have reported on the first measurement of the neutrino-induced phase shift in

the BAO spectrum. This is the first evidence for the cosmic neutrino background in the clustering

of galaxies and the first application of the BAO signal beyond its use as a standard ruler.

To extract the phase information, we modified the conventional BAO data analysis, by allowing

the amplitude of the phase shift to be an additional free parameter. We determined this new

parameter to be non-zero at greater than 95% confidence, even allowing for very conservative

marginalization over corrections to the broadband spectrum. Our measurement is a nontrivial

confirmation of the standard cosmological model at low redshifts and a proof of principle that

there is additional untapped information in the phase of the BAO spectrum. Since this phase

information is protected from the e↵ects of nonlinear gravitational evolution [7], it is a particularly

robust probe of early universe physics.
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Figure 4: Constraints on the amplitude of the phase shift � including a CMB prior on the

BAO scale parameter ↵ from Planck. The lines are forecasted constraints as a function of the

maximum redshift zmax and the number of objects Ng of a cosmological survey observing a sky

fraction of fsky = 0.5 (see [8] for details). Shown is also the cosmic variance limit (CVL). The

square indicates the result obtained in this paper. The dots mark projected constraints for DESI

and Euclid assuming zmax to be given by the largest redshift bin used to define the survey in [28].

A number of galaxy surveys are planned over the next decade which have the potential to

significantly improve on our measurement of the neutrino background (see Fig. 4). The Dark

Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI), for example, should be sensitive to the C⌫B at more

than 3� [8], making the BAO phase shift measurement more comparable to current limits from

the CMB [6]. Combining Euclid with a prior from a next-generation CMB experiment would

allow a 5� detection of the C⌫B. Moreover, having shown that there is valuable information in

the phase of the BAO spectrum, we should ask what else can be learned from it beyond the

specific application to light relics. As the observed BAO feature is the result of the combined
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Origin of the shift
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